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Britain complicit in torture
In view of the immediacy and importance of this matter, we have decided to offer you this
specially extended briefing, and urge you take what action you can as soon as possible.

It was impossible to overlook the headlines appearing all over the world at the end of
June: the British Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee reported that following
the attacks in the USA on 11th September 2001, British intelligent officers were involved in
incidents of mistreatment ranging from passing on intelligence which they knew could be
used in illegal interrogation, to actually witnessing torture first-hand.
We are in no doubt that supporters of the Quaker Concern for the Abolition of Torture
have been following these reports, but with this Briefing we hope to provide some
information and, above all, suggestions for action.

We all know that it’s easier to read newspaper
articles about reports, rather than read the
actual report. So we have put together some
extracts which we hope you will find useful. (QCAT comments in italics.) Some case studies are
provided in the appendices.
Picking out only a few points has proved to be
difficult; we recommend that you read the
whole document which can be found on-line at
https://bit.ly/2z5LbGR

From the Executive Summary:
We have taken 50 hours of oral evidence, reviewed 30,000 original documents and a further
10,000 documents which we requested, and 30,000 staff hours have been devoted to this
Inquiry. We are very grateful to some of the former detainees for talking to us, and to three
former members of staff who came forward of their own volition to act as witnesses.
(There is no doubt about the meticulous work done by the Committee, and the depth and
breadth of the inquiry.)
We reached the point in our Inquiry where we had covered the breadth of the issues
but needed to examine certain matters in detail, which could only be done by taking evidence
from those who had been on the ground at the time. We have been denied that access.
Restrictions were imposed by the Prime Minister on grounds of seniority and involvement
in proceedings which reduced our list of potential witnesses to just four. Furthermore, even
those individuals would not be allowed to give evidence on specific cases.
(In other words: Theresa May tried to prevent the Committee from gathering the evidence it
needed. When the Observer commented that it was “inexplicable” that such figures as Jack
Straw and David Milliband had not been asked to give evidence, the writer had clearly
overlooked the above paragraph.)
The Committee was adamant that if the Inquiry was to be thorough and be in a position to reach
properly considered and fair views about the facts, then we must hear from those officers who
were involved at the time. The terms and conditions imposed were such that we would be
unable to conduct an authoritative Inquiry and produce a credible Report. The Committee has
therefore concluded – reluctantly – that it must draw a line under the Inquiry. This is
regrettable.
(The conditions imposed by the Prime Minister meant that the Committee could not actually
complete its task as it wished.)
This Report …. is not, and must not be taken to be, a definitive account.
(The Committee feels the need to put what it has uncovered into the public domain. But it is clear
that this must not be the end of the story.

The Committee did not find evidence that British personnel directly carried out physical
mistreatment of detainees. They did, however, find evidence of nine cases of verbal threats and
two instances where British personnel were directly involved in mistreatment administered by
others. There were also 232 cases recorded where it appears that UK personnel continued to
supply questions or intelligence to liaison services and 198 cases recorded where UK personnel
received intelligence from liaison services obtained from detainees whom they knew had been
mistreated, or where they should have suspected mistreatment. There were also concerns in
relation to the lack of guidance to staff.)
In relation to rendition
The one aspect of UK policy which was clear was that the UK does not conduct rendition
operations itself. However, in three individual cases SIS or MI5 made, or offered to make, a
financial contribution to others to conduct a rendition operation. Given that the operations
were to countries such as LEEDS and DORNOCH [see Appendix I below], these can be described
as ‘extraordinary renditions’ due to the real risk of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment of the detainees. The Agencies’ financing of these operations was completely
unacceptable… [and] amounts to simple outsourcing of action they knew they were not allowed
to undertake themselves.
The Agencies also suggested, planned or agreed to rendition operations proposed by others in
28 cases. We have seen a further 22 cases where SIS or MI5 provided intelligence to enable a
rendition operation to take place; and 23 cases where they failed to take action to prevent a
rendition – this latter category includes instances where there were opportunities to intervene
and prevent the rendition of a British national or resident, but the UK Government
conspicuously failed to act.
Did the agencies turn a blind eye?
From the evidence we have seen and heard, it is undeniable that the UK Agencies at Head Office
level were aware of reports that some detainees held by the US had been mistreated. There are
38 cases in 2002 alone of officers witnessing or hearing about mistreatment (that we have
found up until this point in our Inquiry). The Agencies argue that these were ‘isolated incidents’.
They may have been isolated incidents to an individual officer. However, the 38 cases reported
to Head Office cannot be considered ‘isolated’ when taken together. …… The Agencies say that
they were not reluctant in principle to raise mistreatment with the US authorities. In our view,
the evidence instead suggests a difficult balancing act: the Agencies were the junior partner
with limited access or influence, and distinctly uncomfortable at the prospect of complaining to
their host. That being said, we have found no ‘smoking gun’ in the primary material to indicate
that the Agencies deliberately overlooked reports of mistreatment and rendition by the US as a
matter of institutional policy.

Some details from the main report:
On restrictions:
The restrictions on grounds of seniority and involvement in proceedings, when taken together,
would reduce the list of witnesses to four. (The Committee had requested initial access to 23 SIS

witnesses,21 and intended to request access to a similar number of MI5 witnesses.) There was,
however, a further restriction: the Prime Minister stipulated that even those witnesses the
Committee was to be allowed access to would not be allowed “to talk about the specifics of the
operations in which they were involved, nor fill in any gaps in the timeline of events” and the
Committee could not quote their evidence in its Report.22 14. The Committee considered this
denial of access to witnesses to be incompatible with the terms under which the ISC had agreed
to conduct the Inquiry. We were adamant that we must hear from officers who were involved at
the time, as this was essential if the Inquiry was to be thorough and comprehensive and be in a
position to reach properly considered, balanced and fair views about the facts. The Committee
considered that the terms and conditions imposed by the Prime Minister were such that it
would be unable to conduct an authoritative Inquiry and produce a credible Report. We
therefore asked the Prime Minister to reconsider on 23 March 2017. No response has been
received. The Committee has therefore concluded – reluctantly – that it must draw a line under
the Inquiry. This is regrettable.

On the legal framework:
The UK has signed and ratified the following relevant international instruments:
● the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which states that no person
shall be subjected to torture or to Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (CIDT) or
punishment; and requires that “persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity
and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person”;
● the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which states that no one shall be
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment;
● the United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT), which requires that States shall “prevent acts of torture”
and provides that “no exceptional circumstances whatsoever … may be invoked as a justification
of torture”. It also prohibits ‘complicity’ in torture and requires that States prevent “other acts
of CIDT and punishment”.
● the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which require humane treatment of detainees and specifically
prohibit torture, and cruel and degrading treatment in the context of an armed conflict;
● the Statute of the International Criminal Court, which includes as ‘war crimes’ torture, and
inhuman and degrading treatment prohibited under the 1949 Geneva Conventions in the
context of an armed conflict; and
● additionally, under Article 16 of the International Law Commission’s Articles on State
Responsibility for Internationally Wrongful Acts, a State has international responsibility where
that State materially aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act, if it does so with intent and knowledge of the circumstances of that wrongful act
and the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Under domestic law, ‘complicity’ in torture or CIDT means any involvement in torture or CIDT.
Under domestic law relating to secondary liability and joint enterprise, an individual may be
prosecuted – as if they were the principal offender – for an offence that is carried out by
another if they aid, encourage, counsel or procure the commission of an offence. This is
particularly relevant, as most allegations of UK involvement in mistreatment of detainees relate
to facilitating, supporting or assisting others in that mistreatment. Complicity in torture or CIDT

might result from, for example, sharing intelligence in the knowledge or belief that action might
be taken on that intelligence with a real risk that torture or CIDT would result.
Conspiracy to commit offences outside the UK is also an offence under domestic law. This might
include, for example, prosecutions of pilots, aircrew or aircraft owners with knowledge of the
fact that a flight carried a person likely to be subject to an offence in another jurisdiction (such
as kidnapping, false imprisonment, assault or torture).
Definition of torture
The definition of ‘torture’ given in UNCAT is: Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him
or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has
committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third
person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is
inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or
other person acting in an official capacity.
The Criminal Justice Act 1988 defines a crime of ‘torture’ in domestic law. The Act defines it as
an act by a public official in the performance or purported performance of their duties (or a
person acting at the instigation or with the consent or acquiescence of such a public official)
which intentionally inflicts severe mental or physical pain or suffering. The domestic definition is
wider than UNCAT requires … but a defence of lawful authority, justification or excuse is
available (contrary to UNCAT Article 2(3) which states “An order from a superior officer or a
public authority may not be invoked as a justification for torture”).
By contrast, CIDT is not defined in any of the international instruments. The closest the UK has
come to defining what constitutes CIDT was in 1972, when the then Prime Minister, Sir Edward
Heath, stated in Parliament that certain interrogation techniques that had previously been
authorised would not be used in future. These techniques (wall-standing, hooding, subjection to
noise, deprivation of sleep, and deprivation of food and drink) were those subsequently found,
in 1978, to be in breach of the prohibition of CIDT in the ECHR by the European Court of Human
Rights, thereby confirming that they constituted CIDT.
On direct involvement in mistreatment and threatening behaviour:
There are two scenarios in which UK personnel might have been directly involved in
mistreatment while interviewing detainees:
(i) mistreating a detainee themselves; or
(ii) being present and engaged in mistreatment administered by others.
In his evidence to the Committee, the Chief of SIS told us:
We did thousands of detainee interviews. Set against this, … the cases of concern are few. …
there is no evidence of direct agency involvement in the physical mistreatment of detainees,
and I have found no evidence that SIS was in the room during the use of Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques of the type that we now understand in such detail following the report by your
counterparts in the United States. However, there are of course other, less direct, forms of
mistreatment: UK personnel might have witnessed mistreatment, been told about
mistreatment, or they might have contributed indirectly to it (for example, by passing or
receiving intelligence which led to mistreatment).

Where a public official, in the course of their duties, inflicts severe physical or mental pain or
suffering, that mistreatment may amount to torture, and is prohibited under domestic law and
international law.
● We have found 19 instances of allegations made of UK personnel committing acts of torture.
● These take the form of formal complaints made to the police or investigations commenced by
them, or informal allegations (made in media reporting, talks, or on social media, but not
substantiated and therefore not considered by the Committee).
● None of these allegations has resulted in a criminal prosecution or successful civil case.
Whilst we have found no evidence that any Agency personnel directly carried out physical
mistreatment of detainees, we have found contemporaneous reports in the primary material
which indicate that SIS officers may have threatened detainees during interviews.
These take the form of the officer appearing to encourage a detainee to co-operate whilst
implying that if he did not then others (such as the detaining authority) might mistreat him. In
some detention settings it might be considered reasonable for interviewers to seek ways to
encourage the co-operation of unwilling suspects. However, detention in somewhere like Kabul,
ostensibly outside the regular legal system, is a rather different setting. If the detainee
genuinely feared the treatment being threatened, then the threat might constitute torture if it
induced severe mental suffering.
For examples of this, see case studies in Appendix II.
On financial contribution to retribution:
There are three individual cases where SIS or MI5 made, or offered to make, a financial
contribution to rendition. See Appendix III for an example of this.

The annexes contain a list of 27 conclusions, including:
E. We have found evidence that UK personnel witnessed detainees being very seriously
mistreated – such that it must have caused alarm and should have led to action.
F. We have seen that deployed personnel did report mistreatment that they witnessed to Head
Offices, but we note that this did not happen in all cases. We have seen no evidence that they
intervened themselves to prevent mistreatment or drew it to the attention of the detaining
authority on a regular basis. Indeed, there seemed to be a concern not to upset the US.
K. The Agencies failed to consider whether it was appropriate to pass intelligence about a
detainee to the detaining authority where mistreatment was known or reasonably suspected.
L. The Agencies failed to recognise that secret detention is, in and of itself, a form of
mistreatment.
M. Even as recently as the beginning of this Inquiry, GCHQ still held that its part was peripheral.
This despite the fact that it is by far the largest sharer of material with the US. It seems to us
that GCHQ was in fact aware of the risks of large-scale sharing of information with the US but
regarded it as neither practical, desirable nor necessary to second guess how that material
might be used.
Z. The Agencies also supported the US rendition programme in other ways: endorsing rendition
plans and providing intelligence to enable renditions. They were active in their support for the

programme. They also condoned renditions through their conspicuous failure to take action to
prevent renditions – in particular of British nationals and residents. AA. HMG was unacceptably
slow to grasp rendition policy.

What now?
It is easy to be cynical about the influence of such a report as this. One of those giving
evidence was former UK ambassador Craig Murray, who commented negatively on the FCO’s
attitude to his reports of torture in Uzbekistan. He has since written:
Even I was taken aback by the sheer scale of British active involvement in extraordinary rendition
revealed by yesterday’s report of the parliamentary Intelligence and Security Committee.
Dominic Grieve and the committee deserve congratulations for their honesty, integrity and
above all persistence. ….. For over a decade now the British government, be it Red Tory or Blue
Tory, has been refusing calls for a proper public inquiry into its collusion with torture. The ISC
report was meant to stand in place of such an Inquiry, but all it has done is reveal that there is a
huge amount of complicity in torture, much more than we had realised, which the ISC itself
states it was precluded from properly investigating because of government restrictions on its
operations. It also concluded that it is unable to state categorically that these practices have
stopped.1
The Guardian’s leading article on the ISC report began:
The British establishment has a technique for dealing with awkward truths about the US: first, a
top-level memorandum sets out the inadmissible truth – and then everyone knows which truth
they must never subsequently admit, even to themselves.2
However, we must not allow ourselves to become cynical.
Please write to your MP calling for a judicial inquiry into the UK’s role in rendition and torture.
Ask your MP to refer the matter to the relevant minister and to let you know if they receive an
answer.
You might also consider joining with others to revive the Quaker State Secrecy / Truth and
Integrity in Public Affairs concern which was very much alive for around ten years between 1986
and 1995 but which then became moribund. This has now been raised again recently in Meeting
for Sufferings – see Minute MfS/18/04/09 on the Post-Truth World. This is due to be discussed
again in November – please encourage your Area Meeting Clerks to enable an informed and
considered discussion in your Meetings.

Briefings are prepared and/or edited on behalf of Q-CAT Trustees by
Barbara Forbes forbesbarbarae@yahoo.co.uk

1

https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2018/06/blair-and-brown-governments-gory-with-

torture/
2

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jul/01/the-guardian-view-on-outsourcingtorture-a-shaming-story

Appendix I
Code words
At the end of the report, there is a section about Code Words:

Appendix II
Examples of Case Studies

Appendix III
CASE STUDY:
PAYING FOR A RENDITION
In August 2002, GREENFINCH, a *** national, was detained in DORCHESTER travelling
on a false passport. He was rendered from DORCHESTER to DORNOCH in a joint ***DORNOCH operation.
He was interrogated whilst in detention in DORCHESTER and DORNOCH, and the
UK received reports on his interrogation. DORNOCH then wished to render him from
DORNOCH to LEEDS. Given the UK Agencies’ intelligence interest in GREENFINCH,
DORNOCH requested that SIS make a financial contribution of $*** towards the plane to
be used for GREENFINCH’S rendition to LEEDS. The remainder of the flight costs would
be met by *** and a DORNOCH intelligence service.
Emails between MI5 and SIS indicate that MI5 was reluctant to provide funding to
DORNOCH “as they do not want to set a precedent in paying for threat reporting, especially
if combined with difficult legal circumstances”. SIS pushed for the payment to be made so
as to maintain a relationship with DORNOCH and suggested to MI5 that as the payment
would probably be made after the event then it could be argued it was not specifically for
the flight. MI5 accepted that it was “prepared to make a contribution as requested” in
order to maintain relationships with*** and asked that SIS “confirm that Security Service
and SIS will split the US $***”. The payment and transfer took place in mid-June 2003. 369

